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What’s in a Name? Legal Fictions and Philosophical Fictionalism

Constantin Luft

Abstract. This paper uses analytic philosophy to prevent merely verbal disputes about the concept of fiction within discussions on *fictiones iuris*. It provides a survey of potentially fruitful connections between legal fictions and fictionalism. More specifically, I will argue that by enriching current accounts of legal fictions in legal theory with insights from (1) the philosophy of language on fictional speech and from (2) contemporary metaphysics on philosophical fictionalism, it seems natural to explore the position that talk involving *fictiones iuris* is structurally an exemplification of elliptical speech. Such fictionalism about legal fictions illuminates why prominent condemnations of fictions in law - e.g. as blatant falsehoods, shady fraudulences, or legal defects – are theoretical myths, since they fail to distinguish between analytically distinct (ontological, epistemic, alethic, semantic, and evaluative) levels. Moreover, a fictionalist account might even sharpen our sense of which legal fictions are more “innocent” than others. I will begin by introducing philosophical fictionalism (II), before the *fictiones iuris* will be characterized as an operation in legal reasoning by consulting the Leibnizian reconstruction of Roman Law’s epistemology (III). Sections IV and V seek to provide further clarifications on the ‘fictional’ / ‘fictitious’ distinction as well as the heterogeneity of fictionalist research questions. Section VI then contains a little guided tour through the different analyses of the concept of fiction(s) within fictionalism. Subsequently, I will show how insights from those discussions contribute to demystify some of the most prominent allegations raised against legal fictions (VII). Fictionalism about legal fictions, Section VIII tentatively suggests, might not only harmonize with both classic and recent treatments of legal fictions, but help to also highlight their epistemic values. In slogan form: *fictiones iuris* are instruments to preserve legal truths worth having.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Legal fictions have not been much of a concern for analytic philosophers so far, unlike the structure of fictional speech, the status of entities within literary works of fiction, or the fictionalization of certain discourses. One contingent reason for this might be that philosophers prefer reading Tolstoy’s *Anna Karenina* and Doyle’s *Sherlock Holmes* in their spare time rather than leafing through legal documents. Regardless of such reading habits, this paper is intended as a first step towards combining the meanwhile sophisticated accounts of so-called “philosophical fictionalism” with theoretical treatments of the *fictio iuris* drawn from legal scholarship. Given this broad objective, I will content myself with an overview of various related issues in order to provide a new approach to legal fictions that requires further elaboration. This means that I will not attempt to offer a single knockdown argument for nor succinct details of fictionalism about legal fictions.

With respect to the interdisciplinary goal of comparing *fiction(s)* in law, literature, and philosophy, the fictionalist perspective has two key benefits: first of all, the consideration of fictionalism is accompanied by a deepening of the philosophical use of ‘fiction.’ As analytic philosophers frequently draw on examples from literary works of fiction to motivate fictionalism, this focus could help scrutinizing some commonalities and differences between *Fictions*phil, *Fictions*lit, and *Fictions*law along the way. Second, and this is my major concern, fictionalism about legal fictions offers an underexplored and potentially fruitful theoretical way to look at the fascinating phenomenon of *fictiones iuris*.

The take home message of my sketchy engagement with positions in contemporary philosophy of language and analytic metaphysics will be simple: legal fictions should no longer be primarily associated with non-existence, anti-realism, or counter-factualism (as is the case almost everywhere in legal theory). Instead, the term ‘legal fiction’ simply denotes a *special structure of speech* serving certain purposes. The point is to preserve juridical truths which are kind of quirky at first sight, but are at the same time worthy of being enshrined in the system of law: legal fictions are instruments to *preserve legal truths worth having*.

Here is my agenda to develop and sharpen this (perhaps rather bold) claim: after giving a first glimpse into philosophical fictionalism and the problem(s) it seeks to address (II), I will attempt an initial characterization of the *fictio iuris* as an operation in legal reasoning by consulting the Leibnizian reconstruction of Roman Law’s legal epistemology (III). Returning to the philosophical issues, I will further introduce the clarifying distinction between the semiotic predicate ‘fictional’ and the ontological predicate ‘fictitious’ (IV) as well as point to the heterogeneity of the fictionalists’ research questions which shouldn’t be conflated (V). Section VI then contains a little guided tour through the different analyses of *fiction(s)* within fictionalist accounts comparing them to their counterparts in law and literature (scholarship). I will show
how insights from those discussions contribute to demystifying some of the most prominent “allegations” legal theorists frequently raise against legal fictions (VII). Fictionalism about legal fictions, the final section (VIII) tentatively suggests, might not only harmonize well with classic treatments of and recent scholarship about legal fictions, but help to highlight their epistemic values, and to develop a framework for potential acceptance tests with respect to fictions as tools in legal reasoning.

Although talk about fictiones iuris is generally messy, fictionalism about legal fictions is largely unaffected by the incoherent smorgasbord of examples for alleged exemplifications, their fuzzy boundaries, or the various attempts to taxonomize them. This is because fictionalism is a general, very abstract theorization of legal fictions – the view from 50 meters above the ground, so to speak.

II. ON TALK WORTH HAVING

Philosophical fictionalism is a strategy to preserve talk worth having. Some discourses are rather special. They seem to commit us to things we do not want to commit to. Math-talk involves a bunch of abstract entities (e.g. sets or numbers); possible-worlds-talk suggests cosmic extravagances; and morality-talk seems to postulate some “queer” properties (such as ‘objectively valuable,’ ‘good’ or ‘wrong’). Hence, the question might arise whether we should simply refrain from engaging in stuff like possible-worlds-, math- or morality-talk. Most of us are likely to reply in the negative. We would possibly react by responding something along the lines of “but such discourses are useful: we need numbers to do physics, possible worlds to imagine how things could be / could have been, and morality to get along in our society.” So how do we preserve those areas of discourse despite their undesirable (ontological) implications?

There are two straightforward, although radical strategies. Eliminativism is the view that we should abandon all the peculiar entities and properties from the respective discourses. But how would it still be possible to engage in arithmetic-talk without any references to numbers and sets, for example? Wouldn’t that boil down to dropping such talk altogether? Errorism (or error theory) is more elaborate in this regard. It states that all of the sentences involving peculiar entities and properties are false. Nonetheless, they can be preserved in ordinary discourse according to the maxim “think with the learned, and speak with the vulgar.” In the realm of arithmetic, one can continue to utter sentences such as ‘3 + 4 = 7,’ yet with a guilty conscience. This makes error theorists vulnerable to the objection of a kind of “mauvaise foi” by constantly expressing propositions despite being convinced of their literal falsity.

The two more promising strategies understand ontologically puzzling talk (worth having) as containing elliptical speech. It must be completed to build apparently true sentences. Figuralism doubts that peculiar sentences like ‘the average Italian mother has 2,5 children’ are literally true, but they might be at
least metaphorically true. Paraphrased as a sort of figura dictionis (‘it is a metaphorical truth that the average Italian mother has 2.5 children’) the once peculiar talk expresses full-fledged truths. Admittedly, one might wonder why the metaphorical character of sentences like ‘3 + 4 = 7’ is not completely obvious to us (unlike in the case of classic figurative utterances such as ‘all the world’s a stage’ or ‘chaos is a friend of mine’). Moreover, figuralism requires a solid understanding of the concepts of metaphor and metaphorical truth – topics with which analytic philosophers of language seem to have so far largely struggled.

Fictionalism is theoretically more parsimonious. In its most basic form, it simply states that a certain (region of) discourse “is not best seen as aiming at literal truth but [...] better regarded as a sort of ‘fiction’.” Troubling sentences must not be taken at face value, since they are elliptical and can be paraphrased by prefixing them with context-shifting operators. Hence, the proposition expressed by ‘3 + 4 = 7’ can be formulated more carefully by saying ‘according to the fiction of Peano arithmetic, 3 + 4 = 7.’ This is of course a very rough characterization. What exactly ‘in the fiction’-operators or fiction mean is highly controversial and different camps under the ambiguous umbrella term ‘fictionalism’ have very nuanced and sometimes frankly incompatible opinions on this. Generally speaking, a fictionalist position involves a redirection away from how things appear to be with regard to a certain discourse by claiming that (1) some aspect of / relation to fiction or pretense explains this redirection, (2) we do not (or should not) adopt a face-value reading of relevant sentences of the discourse, because – despite their denotational queerness – there is (3) some reason for retaining sentences of the relevant discourse, respectively some utility afforded by retaining (aspects of) the discourse. In this sense, fictionalism preserves talk worth having.

What does all of this have to do with the fictio iuris? Well, some prominent legal-fictions-talk seems to instantiate a rather similar structure. Consider the (in)famous doctrine of legal personhood. As a legal institute, it allows that corporations possess legal capacity without being actual (human) persons. Pope Innocent IV already and aptly used the phrase ‘persona ficta’ to denote the fictitiousness of such ‘corporation-persons’ in canon law. In this vein, prima facie troubling sentences like ‘the Gulbenkian Foundation has legal capacity (as a person)’ could also be regarded as elliptical speech and paraphrased accordingly. A rational reconstruction of the underlying legal doctrine might then go something along the following lines: it is indeed clear that the Gulbenkian Foundation is no person at all. Yet, the sentence ‘according to a fiction, the Gulbenkian Foundation is a person’ is true. Now, another juridical principle holds that anything that is (i) a genuine person or (ii) no person, but according to a fiction is a person, may claim the status of legal capacity. Therefore, it is not particularly peculiar to say that the Gulbenkian Foundation has legal capacity.

Such fictionalism about (some) legal fictions has to be carefully distinguished from fictionalism about law as such. The latter claim is much more demanding
since it implies a non-literal reading of any legal proposition. Their proponents use ‘in the fiction’-operators in order to ground the all-encompassing claim that “law is a fiction.” However, this would certainly have to count as a claim in general jurisprudence, whereas this paper is at most concerned with claims in special jurisprudence, namely about the concrete phenomenon of legal fictions.

Besides the sketched similarities with excerpts of law-talk, though, two clear differences between fictionalism and fiction in literature should also have become apparent from the foregoing remarks. Firstly, fictionalist approaches aim at the preservation of a certain pre-existing discourse; literary fictions, on the other hand, usually indicate the invention / initiating of a completely new one. And secondly, fictions in literature (vulgo literary fictions) actively narrate a story, while fictionalist approaches passively describe one.

In order to pursue the potential application of the kind of fictionalism we are interested in, namely fictionalism about legal fictions, we cannot proceed without a more accurate characterization of its object.

III. ON LAW: CONJECTURES, PRESUMPTIONS, FICTIONS

A particularly lucid approximation of what legal fictions are (and especially what they are not) is offered by G.W. Leibniz’s early classification of Roman Law’s legal epistemology concerning different degrees of evidence. He basically distinguishes between three categories: conjectures (coniectio/indicium), presumptions (praesumptio), and fictions (fictio). Subsequently, I will call this the Leibnizian trichotomy.

Conjectures are probable judgements. Note that this signals an epistemic location beneath the level of (demonstrative) knowledge; we are rather confronted with a probabilistic setting. For illustration purposes, let us consider the following:

(1) A witness testifies that the murderer is (always) the gardener.

Scenario (1) gives judges a (pro tanto) reason to assume that ‘the murderer is always the gardener’ is probably true. In other, respectively older words, the court has reached a probatio semiplena (= a half-proof).

Presumptions are different, since they are provisionally true judgements. What is presumed lies somehow in between the levels of demonstrative knowledge and merely probable assumption. Take the most prominent praesumptio iuris as an example:

(2) A defendant in a criminal trial is presumed to be innocent (until proven guilty).

The legal principle in (2) gives judges a tentative reason to believe that the innocence of the suspect is a full-fledged truth. If the gardener is accused of
murder, Article 11 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights does not indicate that judges should assume with a certain initial (and high) probability that the gardener is not the murderer.\(^3\)\(^8\) Rather, courts have to do significantly more than this from an epistemological standpoint – they must consider ‘the gardener is not the murderer’ to contain a true proposition; at least for the time being. Hence, presumptions enable courts to reach a provisional *probatio plena* (= a full proof).\(^3\)\(^9\)

Fictions are in a sense yet another step closer to the level of demonstrative knowledge. This is most clear in cases of so-called irrebuttable presumptions (*praesumptio iuris et de iure*:\(^4\)\(^0\) the respective (legal) facts cannot be contested at all. Nevertheless, such epistemological resistance to doubts (about their truth-values) can also be found in more orthodox manifestations of the *fictio iuris*, namely deeming provisions. Let us examine a particular devious instance of legal fictions of this kind:

(3) The extramarital child is deemed to be unrelated to its father.\(^4\)\(^1\)

Judges following a rule like (3) have conclusive reasons to be convinced that there are full-fledged truths about (certain) children who are not related to their fathers. And such propositions are not tentative, but permanent. However, while statements concerning the “non producer-relatedness” of extramarital children might be wholly true within a legal system, they are not the whole truth about the matter, so to speak. The aforementioned biological impossibility can only count as true because of the characteristic ‘as if’-operations within legal fictions.\(^4\)\(^2\) This constraint paves the way for realizing the limits of comparing the *fictio (iuris)* to other epistemological instruments within evidence law (*indicium, praesumptio*): when one thinks the Leibnizian Trichotomy through, fictions would have to be considered as providing *probationes plenas*. But for imaginative inventions deviating from the boundaries of the “real world” (compare the Latin term ‘fingere’) it seems quite odd to talk about a *probatio* in the literal sense.

In summary, a first approximation to the phenomenon of legal fictions\(^4\)\(^3\) locates them in ancient juridical doctrines of evidence. They are tools for weaving all sorts of truths – from the catchy, to the peculiar, to the seemingly impossible – into a legal system without the need to prove them in a strict sense. It seems quite obvious how well this characterization fits with fictionalism’s general purpose of retaining statements, or truths, in a certain discourse. At this stage, though, it is sufficient to broadly categorize legal fictions as “operation[s] in legal reasoning.”\(^4\)\(^4\) To work toward the more specific claim that legal fictions are instruments to *preserve legal truths worth having* we must first elucidate how fictionalism manages to “preserve truths” at all. The following two sections provide some clarifying distinctions.
IV. FICTIONAL AND FICTITIOUS

The elaboration of fictionalism about something requires an important terminological subtlety. Works of fiction have a distinct status from particular “fictions” described in those works: the stories of Sir Arthur Conan Doyle are somewhat different from the character Sherlock Holmes. And the writings of Georg Ernst Stahl are not to be confused with the enigmatic entity phlogiston. Taking the perspective from philosophers of language theorizing “fictional speech,” these findings correspond to the important — though often overlooked — distinction between the semiotic predicate ‘fictional’ and the ontological predicate ‘fictitious.’

The entities that represent are fictional, whereas the entities being represented are fictitious. Hence, an application of this clarifying terminology classifies the novels in the Sherlock Holmes series and Stahl’s book “Zymotechnica fundamentalis” as fictional, while the drug-dependent detective Sherlock Holmes and the chemical element phlogiston are seen as fictitious.

So far, this idiom has not really caught on outside literary studies, especially in the English-speaking world. Nevertheless, it is very helpful for fictionalist purposes. Most people probably think of fictitious entities as being non-existent (or at least ontologically whimsical). At the same time, most people probably think of fictional entities as being quite unproblematic – things like books surely belong to the “inventory of the world.” And this is exactly where the basic idea of fictionalism kicks in: we can use several uncontroversial properties of fictional entities (‘according to Doyle’s work, Sherlock Holmes is such and such’) to preserve controversial talk about fictitious entities (‘Sherlock Holmes really is such and such’). In a nutshell, this is fictionalism’s basic mechanism for the preservation of truths.

On the other hand, the fictional / fictitious-distinction also gives us a first impression of how complex philosophical questions concerning fictionalism can become due to the different levels being permanently addressed along the way. This problem with regard to the (concealed) heterogeneity of respective research questions is fleshed out in the next section.

V. ON QUESTIONS WORTH ASKING

One reason why fictionalism is particularly apt for sparking merely verbal disputes is the overwhelming variety of philosophical research questions connected to its realm. Just by applying classical categories of analytic philosophy to the field, we can already produce a non-exhaustive list of seven distinct questions:

- **Conceptual.** How can **fiction** be defined/explicated?
- **Metaphysical.** What would fictitious objects be, if there were any?
- **Ontological.** Do fictitious objects exist?
- **Semantic.** What do sentences with fictitious elements mean?\(^{52}\)
- **Epistemic.** What can we know about / through fictions?\(^{53}\)
- **Alethic.** Is it possible to utter a truth by means of fictional speech?\(^{54}\)
- **Evaluative.** To what extent are fictions more or less valuable?\(^{55}\)

Admittedly, some of these are closely related. Answering the conceptual question by identifying a promising meaning for *fiction* might, for example, solve (parts of) the semantic question’s puzzle as well. But especially the discourse on *fictiones iuris* in legal scholarship shows that there is a tendency to conflate analytically distinct questions without such mutual implications which results in argumentative fallacies: as characteristic as ubiquitous is the allegation of legal fictions being deceptive or mendacious falsehoods because of their “counterfactual element.”\(^{56}\) On closer examination, this claim stems in large part from legal theorists confusing the ontological question with the alethic question (more on this below).\(^{57}\) However, before turning to concrete stereotypes about the *fictio iuris* that could be avoided by embracing the heterogeneity of philosophical research questions (VII), I will take the conceptual one to careful scrutiny (VI). The latter is arguably fictionalisms’ most important question with regard to the interdisciplinary goal of comparing fiction(s) in law, literature, and philosophy. This is because a map of the currently available answers to the conceptual question makes the philosophical conceptions of *fictions*\(^{phil}\) explicit. These might then be tested against the pertinent conceptions from literary studies (*fictions*\(^{lit}\)) and legal scholarship (*fictions*\(^{law}\)).\(^{58}\)

The next section goes through no less than six different meanings of *fiction(s)* and touches on five corresponding views on the structure of fictional speech. These can be read as five options for a fictionalist about legal fictions insofar as they mark five possible (not necessarily persuasive) ways to preserve truths by making use of a “fiction.” As a corollary, there are at least five routes for constructing legal fictions as preservers of legal truths worth having.

**VI. LEGAL FICTIONS AND FICTION(S)**

Looking at the most elaborate versions of philosophical fictionalism, there are roughly six prominent accounts of *fiction(s).*\(^{59}\)

Unqualified antirealism simply states that something is a fiction iff\(^{60}\) it does not exist.\(^{61}\) While this might do as a “derived sense of ‘fiction’” in cases such as astrology, phlogiston, or Vulcan, it is certainly over-inclusive. Historical figures like Caesar, Franz Kafka, Mother Teresa, Tolstoy, or Virginia Woolf do not exist. Nonetheless, few people would be inclined to say that they are fictions (or fictitious entities).

Qualified antirealism using story operators claims that something is a fiction iff it, i.e. the representandum [i] does not exist and [ii] its representans is part of
a sentence which can be true only in the scope of a context-shifting story operator
(‘in the story…’ / ‘in the fiction…’). For matters of clarification: this means
that fictions are objects (the things being represented) and not just entities or
bits of language (the things that represent). Fictional speech has a structure
resembling the following paraphrases:

(4) According to Tolstoy’s story, Anna Karenina committed suicide.
(5) According to Savigny’s opus magnum, the juridic person has legal capacity.

Qualified Antirealism using possible worlds (“possibilism”) is similar, but the
second conjunct of the definition takes a slightly different shape. Something is a
fiction iff it, i.e. the representandum [i] does not exist and [ii] its representans is
part of a sentence which can be true only in the scope of a context-shifting modal
operator (‘in a possible world…’). Accordingly, fictional speech has a structure
resembling the following paraphrases:

(6) There is a possible world where Gregor Samsa is a beetle.
(7) There is a possible world where Whanganui river is a person.

As a refinement for inconsistent fictions qualified antirealism using hyperinten-
sionality (“impossibilism”) comes to the rescue. Sometimes, fictional speech
has the fancier (hyperintensional) structure of the following paraphrases:

(8) In an impossible world designed by Conan Doyle, Doctor Watson has exactly
one war wound – sometimes in his shoulder and sometimes in his knee.
(9) In an impossible world of inheritance rules, a fetus (nasciturus) is at the
same time yet to be born and already born.

This complication is due to the “Principle of Poetic Licence” which is well-
established in the context of research on fictionslit: for any x, one can write a
story in which x is true. In discussions about fictionsphil, Graham Priest’s short
story “Sylvan’s Box” could serve as a further example: what, someone might ask,
is actually true in the fiction of “Sylvan’s Box,” if it essentially concerns a box
being empty and non-empty at the same time?

Moving on to the third account, creationism, one immediately recognizes an
obvious deviation from the previous accounts just by looking at the ontological
level. Creationism says that something is a fiction iff it, i.e. the representandum
[i] is an artifact and [ii] it exists as an abstract object and [iii] its representans is
part of a true sentence. Now, fictional speech is thought to have a kind of
invention precondition resembling the following statements:

(10) “Twain, by writing Huckleberry Finn, brought both a novel and a fictional
close into being.”
(11) Savigny, by writing *System des heutigen römischen Rechts*, brought both a canonical work of legal dogmatics and a fictitious entity (the juridic person) into being.

After such initial acts of creation, the structure of fictional speech is indistinguishable from ordinary utterances of literal truths. One is thus in a position to express “perfectly normal” statements about the things brought into being by Twain and Savigny:

(10*) Huckleberry Finn has $6000.

(11*) The juridic person has legal capacity.

Ontologically even more tricky and difficult to understand is the fourth approach, meinongianism. It defends the intricate thesis that something is a fiction iff its representans [i] is part of a true sentence while [ii] the representandum does not exist (non-“Sein”) and [iii] that the non-existing something is nevertheless there by the description of its properties (“Sosein”).

Hence, according to meinongianism, the structure of fictional speech is pretty straightforward:

(12) (Given a certain story about existential quantification) Holmes really is a detective.

(13) (Given a certain story about existential quantification) ideal drivers are really impeccable.

However, there are at least two striking problems with meinongianism. First, nobody knows whether Alexius Meinong himself would subscribe to the claims of the self-appointed “Meinongians” (*the exegetical problem*). Second, meinongianism might violate the principle that we should not excessively rewrite ordinary language, if this is not strictly necessary (*the revisionist problem*): consider the utterance ‘I believe that there are things that do not exist’ and compare it to ‘I believe in the existence of things that aren’t there.’ As ordinary language speakers use ‘exist’ and ‘there is,’ the truth-values of the two sentences certainly cannot differ. But the “Meinongians” have to tell us that while the first one clearly expresses a true belief, the second contains a blatantly contradictory belief.

Last but not least, pretense theory holds that something is a fiction iff it, i.e. the representandum [i] has a representans which is part of a true sentence and [ii] the author of that sentence does not express an assertion about the representandum / does not refer to the representandum, but [iii] the author pretends to assert / to refer to the representandum and [iv] a set of conventions (so-called “separate language game” or “game of make-believe”) serves as truth-maker for [iii] (breaking the established connections between world and word). Hence, fictional speech has in fact a structure resembling the following paraphrases:
(14) Since Thomas Mann and his audience enter(ed) a semantic pretense, it is make-believedly true that Hans Castorp is an engineer.

(15) Since the praetores in Roman Law and their audiences enter(ed) a semantic pretense, it is make-believedly true (formula ficticia) that a non-roman peregrinus is part of the roman civitas.85

Now, what are the lessons from this little tour de force through fiction(s) in fictionalism? First of all, it serves as a forceful reminder that “truth in fiction” and “existence in fiction” can fall apart: according to the respective accounts, all of the sentences (4)-(15) are true. But only (10)-(11) involve existing fictitious entities86 In other words, the variety of Fictionsphil vividly illustrates the separation between the alethic and the ontological question.

Second, not every context-shifting operator in philosophical fictionalism would be classified as a work of fiction by the standards of literary theory. While (4) contains a genuine work of fiction one would presumably find in the pertinent library section under the eponymous tag, (5) does not. This point might be most obvious in the earlier case of numbers: the ‘fiction of Peano arithmetic’ is perfectly fine as part of an operator in “fictionalist” paraphrases of maths-talk. At the same time, the axioms of Giuseppe Peano and Richard Dedekind are certainly not discussed as “fictitional” in the literary scholars’ seminar room. Hence, neither Fictionsphil nor Fictionslaw necessarily involve works of fiction in the sense of Fictionslit.

This insight already leads us to the third lesson which has to do with the well-known problem87 of law’s normativity.88 Authors of literary fictions do not assert, but quasi-assert; they pretend to assert, expecting their audiences to see-through their game of make-believe.89 In contrast, the legislator establishes norms, i.e. deontic “should”-sentences. And it seems odd to say that the legislator (or the judge) merely acts as if we should obey. Rather, what the legislator (or the judge) establishes as a norm is what we should actually do or omit. This is one of the most striking difference between literary fictions and legal fictions. The latter do not fiddle with “reality” at all: the fictio iuris,

(16) A person who is not yet alive at the time of the devolution of an inheritance, but has already been conceived, is deemed to have been born before the devolution of an inheritance

is a normative requirement and cannot be paraphrased with the indubitably truth-apt, descriptive statement such as

(17) The nasciturus was born before the devolution of an inheritance.

The content of (16) is rather met by a prescriptive utterance like the following:
(18) The *nasciturus* shall be treated as if he or she were born before the devolution of an inheritance.

This might pave the way for identifying another purpose of fictions in legislation. Hans Kelsen famously argued that a deviation from reality (“counterfactuality”) cannot take place in fictions such as (18) right from the outset, since the legislator does not intend to make a statement about reality at all. By means of the “pseudo-fictions” of legal practice, reality is not to be comprehended, but regulated or created. Now, if such fictions always create a certain (juridical) reality, they cannot be opposed to it at the same time. In Kelsen’s words, the legislative *fictio iuris* is therefore rather something which is “established in the ‘actuality’ of law” than something which “cannot in actual reality be established.”

Besides these differences, we can nonetheless draw a fourth lessons about clear family resemblances between *FICTIONSphil*, *FICTIONSlaw*, and *FICTIONSlit*. All of them structurally rely on *elliptical speech* in need of careful completion. Fictionalism unites those three concepts by its core characteristic: sentences within fictionalist discourses are not literally true, but *true with qualification* – “make-believishly true,”*true in a possible world, true according to a relevant fictional work, or true given meinongianist stories about existential quantification.*

**VII. REVISITING STEREOTYPES ABOUT LEGAL FICTIONS**

Now equipped with increased conceptual clarity, this section brings into perspective some of the most prominent prejudices against the operation of using legal fictions. Fictionalism shows us to what extent these are misguided.

**Legal Fictions are False**

The falsehood allegation states that fictions are (or involve) false statements. However, this is severely misleading. Even if fictitious entities do not exist (ontological question), sentences containing such entities can be used to express truths (alethic question). This is, as we have seen, because fictional speech is elliptical and cannot be taken at face value. If I stood in front of René Magritte’s famous painting *La trahison des images* and declared ‘That’s a pipe,’ my statement would of course be literally false – but nobody would care. Everyone understands what is meant. We can cope with elliptical speech and are used to it. Otherwise, the inscription of Magritte’s artwork could not puzzle us at all. Thus, from the perspective of fictionalism, the unspecified falsehood allegation misses the very point of fictional speech. Legal fictions are at most literally false.
Legal Fictions are Deceptive

The deception allegation says that fictions are deceptive or mendacious. Yet in claiming so, one makes a sweeping negative value judgment (evaluative question) without appreciating the particular meaning of fictional speech (semantic question). Anyone who has understood the underlying elliptical structure will not be deceived. No reasonable man or woman – to use another notorious fictitious entity – would take my utterance from the previous example (‘That’s a pipe’) as evidence for thinking that Magritte’s artwork can be smoked or goes well with a bourbon whiskey. Occasionally, though, legal fictions are strategic instruments contributing to concealing legal change and hiding the fact that the cherished myth of a stable, substantively unchanging system of legal doctrines (lasting for eternity) just got another crack. However, this is no necessary conceptual feature of the fictio iuris, but one of its multifarious and contingent functions especially in the Common Law. From the perspective of fictionalism, there is simply nothing inherently deceptive about fictional speech. Legal fictions might at most be classified as non-literal attempts to mislead.

Legal Fictions are Unjust

The damaging allegation implies that fictions are symptoms of crisis signaling morally rotten legal systems. Insofar as this stereotype solely relies on a negative answer to the evaluative question – i.e. does not appear as a mere consequence of the falsehood or the deception allegation – it is still way too simple. Legal fictions fulfill a whole archipelago of different functions such as combatting difficulties of proof, mitigating the harshness of or preserving pre-existent rules, playing Ockham’s razor regarding the creation of new norms, enabling the development or making sense of the law, flagging the technicality of legal language, or contributing to a convenient and practicable set of legal doctrines. Those functions, as functions of the operation of using fictions in legal reasoning, seem to be at most morally neutral or even pro tanto praiseworthy. What can be severely unjust or sometimes morally abhorrent is the wrongful content of individual exemplifications of the fictio iuris. Some legal fictions are, for example, clearly racist (the “one drop”-rule), patriarchal (the “non-producer-related” child), colonialist (the terra nullius doctrine), or sexist (the doctrine of “coverture”). From the perspective of fictionalism, this is not due to their structure as fictions, but to their misuse as instrument in legal reasoning animated by societies where racism, patriarchy, colonialism, sexism etc. are (still) present and spill over into the legal system. Legal fictions are not innately unjust.
Legal Fictions are Obligation-Inapt

The (probably least well-known) obligation-inaptness allegation says that nobody can be placed under a moral duty to accept a fiction. While this characterization poses a theoretically intricate problem for legal fictions on the level of the evaluative question, it also exaggersates a bit. Sure, the argument of its proponents seems prima facie elegant and easy: since there simply cannot be things like fictions in the state of nature (first premise) and since ad impossibilia nemo tenetur (second premise), it follows that there is no moral obligation to comply. Yet, this passes over the fact that the moral duty to obey the law might be backed up by a general pro tanto reason to comply with every valid norm in a legal system which must be balanced against the individual reason(s) to obey a particular legal norm. This would leave some space for obligations toward legal fictions. Further-more, the broad perspective of fictionalism might cast some doubts on the blanket obligation-inaptness claim itself: if there is something like an epistemic (moral) “right to know,” say about fully accepted scientific theories, we get correlative moral duties to provide such information as a corollary. Now, some of our best scientific theories unambiguously quantify over something – numbers – being regarded as plainly fictitious according to the standard view of metamathematical fictionalism. And would not that be tantamount to an obligation to accept a fiction? In any case, it is arguably too sweeping and questionable to say that individuals can never be placed under a moral obligation to accept a legal fiction.

In this section, I have outlined why lessons from our little guided tour through philosophical fictionalism might allow us to be a bit more relaxed about the polemic allegations frequently leveled against legal fictions. Thus, we were able to generate some further evidence to support a very accurate observation by legal theorist Frederick Schauer:

[T]he accusation of using a “legal fiction” may have overtaken “formalist” as the most ubiquitous and ill-defined of jurisprudential condemnations. But while it is clear that a charge of relying on a legal fiction is overwhelmingly pejorative these days, it is less clear just what is being condemned, and why what is being condemned justifies the condemnation.

VIII. PROSPECTS: A FICTIONALIST ACCOUNT OF LEGAL FICTIONS?

This article has demonstrated some of the merits of taking an analytical view of fiction in general and legal fictions in particular by combining insights from (1) the philosophy of language on fictional speech and from (2) the methodological
program of philosophical fictionalism with the discourse in legal theory. Pivotal to the whole discussion was the claim that talk involving legal fictions is an exemplification of elliptical speech. By realizing this structural feature of the fictio iuris, one is enabled to grasp how the seemingly dialectical situation that legal fictions are blatantly false and trivially true at the same time comes about. They are literally false, yet true in fiction. Embracing this distinction results in subscribing to fictionalism about legal fictions: legal fictions-talk is odd on the surface, but cannot be taken at face value, since it should be redirected as merely aiming at truth in fiction, because of some utility afforded by retaining (aspects of) the juridical truths within this discourse. In short, legal fictions are instruments of legal reasoning to preserve legal truths worth having.

This account is, of course, in need of further elaboration. If the potential value of using the fictio iuris lies in its core job of preserving “talk worth having,” as the slogan goes, it seems important to know which juridical talk is (why exactly?) worth having and which legal truths are (why exactly?) worth conserving. How should we demarcate fictions preserving important and useful legal doctrine, like the juridical person, from fictions stabilizing racist stereotypes, like the “one drop”-rule? To carve out respective criteria is beyond the scope of this article, but an essential research desideratum for another day. However, even in this preliminary form, it shows us a promising direction for future theorizing about legal fictions: perhaps we should shift our attention away from the heated, so far unfruitful, ontological and alethic disputes to the epistemic as well as the evaluative question mentioned earlier. This will certainly require, among other things, a great deal of new and meticulous case studies on the epistemic merits of specific legal fictions in different legal systems. The value of having the fictio iuris of legal personhood, for example, is historically quite well studied. With the rise of monasteries, certain persons (monks and nuns after taking the cloth) died the “monastic death” and could neither own property nor enter into legally binding contracts anymore. But the legal talk ‘persons in monasteries have the power to own property or design contracts’ was simply worth preserving to circumvent practical problems in private law. Therefore it was useful to implement the fiction of juridical or corporate personality to allow monasteries owning property in their own name. Another famous example from legal history is the clergyman fiction (or benefit of clergy). During the Renaissance, English law even punished trifles like pickpocketing by hanging. Many judges thought of this as far too harsh. But the law contained the exception that members of the clergy are spared the gallows. Since the legal truth ‘certain people can be freed from the death penalty’ was worth having in a significant number of cases, judges introduced a fiction into their legal reasoning process: anybody who was able to recite the first verse of Psalm 51 from the Latin Bible, was deemed to be a clergyman.
From this point of view, the epistemic merit of the clergyman fiction is fairly obvious. On the other hand, the vices of historical terra nullius fictions are not far either. As the Crown began settling Australia, indigenous people were the inhabitants of the continent. Because Britain claimed full ownership of all their colonial territories, they invented the legal fiction that “New South Wales” was to be treated as land belonging to no one – unoccupied, uninhabited and open for British appropriation. However, the legal truth ‘as of 1788 “New South Wales” is uninhabited’ was certainly not worth having, since it was only introduced to block, respectively cut off, legitimate claims of the indigenous people inhabiting the territory. While these examples are just a tentative glimpse at juridical truths (not) worth having, fictionalism about legal fictions as a thesis about the structure of special talk in legal reasoning might sharpen our sense for what an appropriate “acceptance test” for fitiones iuris would have to ask.

At the very least, a fictionalist account harmonizes quite well with classic treatments of legal fictions by “major players” in this field: as an exemplification of elliptical speech they are “abbreviating expression[s]” of technical legal language – this is where Kelsen got it right – and as an exemplification of benign true-in-fiction-talk they are useful epistemic instruments – this is where Vaihinger got it right. Moreover, it fits nicely with more recent scholarship describing them as artificial enablers, communicative devices, or markers for legal truths. Even if one does not endorse all the claims, diagnoses and arguments given in this article it might still serve to encourage or induce a further engagement with or even a fully developed fictionalist account of fitiones iuris and thus render it a really promising option for legal theory. It could contribute to demystify their structure, to highlight their epistemic values, and to gain new knowledge about theoretically solid conditions of adequacy for accepting them as tools in legal reasoning. Perhaps future scholarship on legal fictions is ready for an analytic turn.
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